Multiple RNA–RNA tertiary interactions are dispensable for formation of a functional U2/U6 RNA catalytic core in the spliceosome
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ABSTRACT

The active 3D conformation of the spliceosome’s catalytic U2/U6 RNA core is stabilised by a network of secondary and tertiary RNA interactions, but also depends on spliceosomal proteins for its formation. To determine the contribution towards splicing of specific RNA secondary and tertiary interactions in the U2/U6 RNA core, we introduced mutations in critical U6 nucleotides and tested their effect on splicing using a yeast in vitro U6 depletion/complementation system. Elimination of selected RNA tertiary interactions involving the U6 catalytic triad, or deletions of the bases of U6-U80 or U6-A59, had moderate to no effect on splicing, showing that the affected secondary and tertiary interactions are not required for splicing catalysis. However, removal of the base of U6-G60 of the catalytic triad completely blocked splicing, without affecting assembly of the activated spliceosome or its subsequent conversion into a B*-like complex. Our data suggest that the catalytic configuration of the RNA core that allows catalytic metal M1 binding can be maintained by Protein–RNA contacts. However, RNA stacking interactions in the U2/U6 RNA core are required for productive coordination of metal M2. The functional conformation of the U2/U6 RNA core is thus highly buffered, with overlapping contributions from RNA–RNA and Protein–RNA interactions.

INTRODUCTION

Nuclear pre-mRNA splicing is catalysed by the spliceosome via two sequential transesterification reactions. In step 1 the 2′-OH of the pre-mRNA branch site (BS) adenosine attacks the phosphodiester bond at the 5′ splice site (ss) to produce the cleaved 5′ exon and the branched intron lariat-3′ exon. In step 2, the 3′-OH group of the 5′ exon attacks the phosphodiester bond at the 3′ ss leading to exon ligation and excision of the intron lariat. The spliceosome is a highly dynamic molecular machine that undergoes multiple structural and compositional rearrangements, including extensive changes in its RNA–RNA network, that are triggered by at least eight conserved DEAH/D-box ATPases or RNA helicases (1,2).

Spliceosomes assemble de novo for each round of splicing by the ordered interaction of five snRNPs and numerous splicing factors with the pre-mRNA (1). Initially, U1 and U2 snRNP interact with the 5′ ss and the BS, respectively, yielding the A complex. Then the preformed U4/U6.U5 tri-snRNP, in which the U4 and U6 snRNAs are base paired, binds, leading to the pre-B complex. A short helix between the 3′ end of U6 and 5′ end of U2 snRNA (U2/U6 helix II) is formed at this stage. After stable tri-snRNP interaction, the B complex is generated. In the latter the 5′ ss has been transferred from U1 to the U6 snRNA ACAGA box by the action of the Prp28 RNA helicase (3). Spliceosome activation is then initiated by the Brr2 helicase, which unwinds the U4/U6 duplex, displacing U4 from the spliceosome.

During activation, U4/U6 proteins are released, while many other proteins are newly recruited or stably integrated, including the Prp19 complex (NCTC), yielding the B* complex. In the latter, the U6 snRNA has undergone major rearrangements, leading to formation of the U6 internal stem-loop (ISL), and new base pairing interactions with U2 that generate U2/U6 helices Ia and Ib (1,2). Collectively, these structures form the catalytic U2/U6 RNA core of the spliceosome. Subsequent catalytic activation by the Prp2 RNA helicase (yielding the B** complex) is a prerequisite for the branching reaction (i.e. step 1), which also requires the splicing factors Cwc25 and Yju2, and generates the C complex. Rearrangements by the Prp16 RNA helicase lead to the removal of the branched step 1 product from the catalytic centre, forming the C* complex, which is activated for the second catalytic step. Following recruitment of the step 2 factors Slu7, Prp18, and Prp22, exon ligation occurs, yield-
ing the P complex. The ligated exons are then released by the action of Prp22 and the resulting intron lariat spliceosome (ILS) is then dismantled (1).

Nuclear pre-mRNA splicing and the autocatalytic excision of group II introns follow the same chemical pathway. Biochemical and structural studies of group II introns revealed that domain V (DV, Figure 1A) is the most functionally important region of group II introns and, together with nucleotides of the junction between domains 2 and 3 (J2/3), forms the reactive centre of the intron (4). Three conserved nucleotides in the lower DV stem (denoted the catalytic triad) together with nucleotides in the upper part of the stem, including a conserved bulged nucleotide, bind via their 5′ phosphate groups two divalent cations that play a key role in splicing catalysis. Base-triple interactions between the CGC catalytic triad and the bulged DV nucleotide or nucleotides of the J2/3 linker lead to the formation of an RNA triple helix, which is additionally stabilized by base stacking interactions. By supporting the 3D conformation of DV, this triple helix (also called catalytic triplex) aids in positioning the two catalytic metals within the 4 Å distance that is required for catalysis (4-6).

Functional and structural studies have revealed that a homologous core structure is formed by the U2/U6 RNA core in the spliceosome (Figure 1B), with U6 playing a key catalytic role. Initially, biochemical studies in yeast demonstrated that pre-mRNA splicing is catalysed by the U6 snRNA (7), and that the chemistry involves metal coordination by U6 nucleotides G78/U80 and A59/G60 (Figure 1C) (7,8). Further, yeast genetic studies (9) and biochemical studies in the human spliceosome (10) showed that a catalytic triplex is formed in the U2/U6 RNA core. Recent cryo-EM studies confirmed that a conserved, U2/U6 RNA core structure with a catalytic triplex is present in yeast and human B*act (11-14), C (15-17) and C* spliceosomal complexes (18-21), as well as the yeast P complex (22-24) and the ILS (25,26). The spliceosomal triple helix is composed of the three base triples (Figure 1B; denoted T1, T2, and T3) formed between U6 nucleotides A53, G52 and the bulged U80, and the Hoogsteen edges of the U6 AGC catalytic triad that is paired with U2 nucleotides in the U2/U6 helix Ib (Figure 1B). Base stacking interactions are also observed between nucleotides of the U6 catalytic AGC triad, and between U6-G52 and U6-U80, which likely aid in stabilizing the 3D structure of the catalytic triplex.

The 3D architecture of the catalytic RNA core of group II introns and spliceosomes is very similar (27), supporting the idea that the two systems are homologous and evolutionarily related (28-30). However, a fundamental difference is that the group II intron catalytic core is embedded in a complex network of RNA–RNA interactions that are essential for splicing catalysis (5,6,31). In contrast, in the spliceosome the U2/U6 RNA core is embedded in a large protein cavity, formed mainly by the Prp8 protein and proteins of the NTC (26,32,33). Prp8 is a large, highly conserved scaffolding protein that contains several functionally important domains (Figure 2A). Crosslinking studies previously showed that Prp8 interacts with all of the chemically reactive groups of the pre-mRNA (i.e., the 5′ss, BS, 3′ss) (34), and these interactions were subsequently confirmed by cryo-EM of various spliceosomal complexes. In B*act and subsequently formed spliceosomal complexes (12,13,15,16,19,20), the U6 ISL is bound by the Prp8 NTD and NTDL. The nearby PRP8 HB domain accommodates the U2 strand of U2/U6 helix Ib and the α-finger of the PRP8 Linker (also called the 1585-loop in yeast) further stabilizes the catalytic centre by interacting with U2 nucleotides between U2/U6 helix I and the U2/BS helix. Consistent with studies showing that the yeast NTC plays a role in stabilizing the association of U6 with the spliceosome (35), U6 nucleotides comprising the ISL, U2/U6 helix I or ACAGAGA sequence are also contacted by NTC or so-called NTC-related proteins in B*act and/or catalytically-active spliceosomes. Thus, in the spliceosome, proteins appear to play a major role in stabilising the 3D structure of the catalytic U2/U6 RNA network.

Consistent with the latter idea, some secondary RNA interactions in the U2/U6 RNA core appear to be dispensable. For example, yeast genetic studies revealed that changes in U2 bases in U2/U6 helix Ib, which contains the U6 catalytic triad, are less deleterious for splicing than changes in U6 bases (36). Moreover, more recent genetic studies showed that helix Ib formation is not essential for splicing in a wild-type (wt) AGC context (37). As the AGC catalytic triad is involved in the binding of catalytic metal M2 (7), the apparent dispensability of base pairing in helix Ib raises the question of how stable metal binding is achieved. In addition, we recently showed that the N7 position of U6-G60 is accessible to methylation by dimethylsulfate in the spliceosomal B* complex (38). This suggested that the central triple T2 was destabilised before step 1 of splicing, and thus that catalytic triplex formation is unexpectedly dynamic during pre-mRNA splicing.

Here, we have investigated the contribution of Hoogsteen base pairing and the stacking of the base triples and catalytic triad nucleotides to splicing, by assaying the function of synthetic, mutant U6 RNA molecules in an in vitro U6 depletion/complementation system (7,39). This allowed us to dissect interactions essential for catalytic triplex formation in atomic detail not attainable via in vivo genetic investigations. We find that most hydrogen bonds involved in the Hoogsteen interactions were not essential. Remarkably, the base moieties of U6-U80, U6-G78 and U6-A59 were also not essential for splicing and therefore, by extension, for metal coordination. However, the stacking of U6-G60 with neighbouring bases in the catalytic triad was required. The results demonstrate that while RNA tertiary interactions support the functional conformation of the U2/U6 RNA core, some of these interactions are not essential and can be compensated for by protein–RNA interactions in their absence. The functional conformation of the U2/U6 RNA core is thus highly buffered, with overlapping contributions from RNA–RNA and protein–RNA interactions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

Oligodeoxynucleotides (Supplementary Table S1) were obtained from Eurofins Genomics (Ebersberg, Germany). The 7cG60 deaza-purine containing oligoribonucleotide (Supplementary Table S2) was from IBA (Göttingen, Germany). All other oligoribonucleotides containing atomic mutations or abasic sites were from Axolabs (Kulmbach, Germany).
Figure 1. Structure of the core RNA–RNA network in group IIC introns and catalytically-active yeast spliceosomes. (A) Schematic diagram of the RNA core of a group IIC intron (6) highlighting domain V (DV) and the triple interactions of the bulged C and the J2/3 linker. Catalytic triad nucleotides are boxed and nucleotides forming the triple helix are indicated by gray shading. Nucleotides coordinating the catalytic metals are shown in white, with metal M1 coordination by C377 and U375, and M2 by C358 and G359. The dashed line with an open rectangle indicates a stacking interaction. The dotted lines indicate the highly folded intron domains III and IV. (B) RNA–RNA network in the catalytically-active yeast spliceosome. The U6 and U2 snRNAs are colored black and blue, respectively, and intron nucleotides near the 5′ss (G+1 is circled) are grey. Hoogsteen interactions are indicated by purple lines and stacking interactions in the catalytic triad AGC (boxed) are indicated by open brown bricks. Nucleotides forming the triple helix are indicated by gray shading. Dashed line indicates the base stacking interaction between U80 and G52. Metal binding nucleotides are white with purple borders. (C) Schematic diagram of metal M1 and M2 coordination by the phosphate backbone of nucleotides of the U6 ISL and catalytic triad.

All RNA oligonucleotides were HPLC purified by the manufactures (Axolabs and IBA). Axolabs additionally used ESI-MS to determine the quality of the HPLC purified oligonucleotides, and the experimental mass of the final product was routinely within 1–2 Da of the theoretical, expected mass value. The flanking unmodified oligoribonucleotides were either from Axolabs, IBA or Dharmacon (GE Healthcare).

Yeast whole cell extract preparation

Whole cell yeast extracts were prepared as described previously (12). For standard in vitro splicing, extracts were prepared from the Saccharomyces cerevisiae strain BJ2168 (MATα, leu2, trpl, ura3, prb1-1122, pep4-3, prc1-407, gal2). For spliceosome assembly analysis, extracts were prepared from the S. cerevisiae strain 3.2.AID/CRL2101 (MATalpha, prp2-1, ade2, his3, lys2-801, ura3) (40), where the prp2-1 mutation leads to stalling of spliceosome assembly at the B4 stage after initial heat inactivation of the extract at 35°C.

RNA preparation

MS2 actin pre-mRNA was purified as described (41). Yeast U6 snRNAs containing N7-deaza modifications and abasic mutations were prepared by splinted ligation (42) with T4 DNA ligase (NEB) and a U6(19–108) DNA splint that bridges three U6 snRNA fragments, with the desired mutations located in the central fragment (Supplementary Table S2). To monitor ligation and recovery, the central U6 fragments were trace-labelled with γ[^32P]-ATP (Perkin Elmer) and polynucleotide kinase (NEB). Full-length U6 snRNAs were routinely purified on 6% polyacrylamide/8M urea denaturing gels.

U6 depletion and complementation

Endogenous U6 snRNA depletion, reconstitution with synthetic U6 snRNA molecules, and splicing complementation assays were as described (39), except that 12 nM of synthetic U6 snRNA was used. A standard splicing reaction (5 μl) contained 60 mM K-phosphate buffer, pH 7.25, 0.3% (w/v) PEG8000, 2.5 mM MgCl2, 2 mM spermidine, 2 mM ATP, 40% of dialyzed wt extract, and 1–2 nM 32P-labelled actin pre-mRNA and was incubated at 35°C for the indicated times. Radiolabelled pre-mRNA and splicing products were isolated, analysed by denaturing PAGE, and visualized with a Phosphorimager (GE Healthcare). Three independent experiments were quantified using ImageQuant TL (GE Healthcare Life Sciences). After correcting for back-
Figure 2. RNP architecture of the catalytic core of the spliceosome. (A) Schematic of the domain organization of PRP8 in *S. cerevisiae*. Regions binding the U6 ISL and U2/U6 helix I are indicated below. NTD, N-terminal domain; NTDL, NTD linker; HB, helical bundle; RT, reverse transcriptase-like; En, endonuclease-like; RH, RNaseH-like; Jab1, Jab1/MPN-like. (B) Protein–RNA contacts in the U2/U6 RNA core of the *S. cerevisiae* Bact (PDB ID: 5GM6 (13)) or and C complex (PDB ID: 5GMK (16)) (see also Supplementary Table S3). Large dots indicate highly favourable geometry for hydrogen bonding (3 stars in Supplementary Table S3) and small dots indicate less favourable geometry for hydrogen bonding (1 star in Supplementary Table S3). (C) Space filling model of proteins or PRP8 domains forming the U2/U6 RNA core binding pocket (with the RNA excluded) in the *S. cerevisiae* C complex (PDB ID: 5GMK (16)). For orientation, the position of catalytic metal M1 is shown as a brown dot (also in panels D–F). Prp8 domains are coloured as in (A). Other proteins are coloured as in (B) and (C). (D) Space filling model with surface potential of the proteins and protein domains shown in panel (C). The electrostatic potential was calculated using the pyMOL vacuum electrostatics program. Charges are shown as a heat map, with blue for positive and red for negative potential (±5 kT). (E) Space filling model of the U2/U6 RNA network, including the U2/BS helix, in the yeast C complex. Intron nucleotides, light yellow; U2 snRNA (aside from those comprising U2/U6 helix Ib which is black), light green; U6 snRNA, dark green except for the ISL (dark yellow) or nucleotides in helix Ib (black). (F) Fit of the U2/U6 RNA network into the protein space filling model from panel C, where the top layer of protein has been cut away. The cutaway plane is in grey and the regions of the U2/U6 RNA network (compare to panel (E)) which are below the plane are darkened.

ground and the different number of labels per RNA species, the percent of mRNA or intron lariat-3′ exon as a fraction of the total RNA was determined for each lane. Numbers were normalized to the amount of the respective RNA species present at the 60 min time point in the wt U6 reaction and plotted against time.

Affinity purification of yeast spliceosomes

To analyse the effect of the U6-G60ab mutation on spliceosome assembly, dialyzed prp2-1 extract was first incubated at 35°C for 30 min to heat-inactivate Prp2. U6 snRNA was then depleted and reconstitution was subsequently performed by adding the synthetic U6-G60ab RNA to 6 nM concentration. 32P-labelled actin pre-mRNA, pre-incubated with a 30-fold molar excess of MS2-MBP fusion protein at 4°C for 30 min, was added directly to the U6-G60ab reconstitution mixture. Standard in vitro splicing was initiated by adding ATP to 2 mM and incubating at 23°C for 45 min. The reaction was loaded onto an amylose-agarose column (New England Biolabs) pre-equilibrated with GK75 buffer (20 mM HEPES, pH 7.25, 75 mM KCl, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 0.2 mM EDTA, pH 8.0). The column was washed with GK75 buffer, and spliceosomes were eluted with GK75 containing 12 mM maltose
and directly loaded onto a linear 10–30% (v/v) glycerol gradient in GK75 buffer. Centrifugation was at 60,000 rpm for 1 h and 47 min (488 576 × g) in a Sorvall TH660 rotor. Gradients were harvested manually and the distribution of 32P-labelled RNA was determined by Cherenkov counting. Gradients were harvested manually and the distribution (stbioe.uic.edu/castp/). The largest protein pocket found were submitted as one ensemble to the CASTp server (http://biosig.unimelb.edu.au/arpeggioweb, using coordinates extracted from the yeast C complex (PDB ID: 5GMK).

**RESULTS**

The catalytic U2/U6 RNA core is tightly embedded in protein in the spliceosome

Cryo-EM studies revealed that the catalytic U2/U6 RNA core is embedded in a protein cavity formed by multiple spliceosomal proteins. We analysed in detail amino acids that contact U6 and U2 nucleotides within the U2/U6 catalytic core of the yeast B\text{act}, C and C\text{*} complexes using the protein contact program from the CCP4 suite (see Supplementary Table S3 for interaction details). As shown schematically in Figure 2B, for the yeast B\text{act} and C complexes, the vast majority of nucleotides in the U2/U6 core are contacted by protein. While most protein–RNA interactions in the RNP core are conserved between B\text{act}, C and C\text{*} complexes (Supplementary Table S3, Figure 2B), dynamic contacts are observed in some cases. For example, the U2-associated Cus1 and Prp11 proteins contact the U2/U6 core in the B\text{act} complex, but are released/destabilized from the spliceosome during the transformation of B\text{act} into a C complex. In the latter, several Cus1 and Prp11 U6 contacts are replaced by Cef1 and the step 1 factor Yju2. Amino acids from the N-terminal domain (NTD), NTD linker (NTDL) and helical bundle (HB) of Prp8, as well as from Cwc15, Yju2 (Cwc16) and Cef1 are major contributors to the inner surface of the protein cavity accommodating the U2/U6 RNA core in the yeast C complex (Figure 2C). Analysis of the surface potential of this cavity shows that it is highly basic and thus well-suited to accommodate RNA (Figure 2D). Docking of the U2/U6 RNA into a space filling model reveals how tightly the RNA is embedded in this protein pocket and underscores the likely contribution by proteins in stabilizing the 3D conformation of the U2/U6 RNA core (Figure 2E, F).

Disruption of Hoogsteen hydrogen bonds in triples T2 and T1 has little effect on splicing

The tight fit of the U6 ISL, U2/U6 helix Ia/b and the catalytic triplex and their highly positively-charged protein environment raised the question whether some RNA–RNA interactions may be dispensable for the formation of a catalytically active RNA conformation that binds the catalytic metal ions in an orientation compatible for splicing. We thus assayed the contribution of RNA tertiary interactions within the U2/U6 RNA core to pre-mRNA splicing in vitro. For this purpose, we constructed mutant U6 snRNA molecules that contained atomic mutations predicted to disrupt specific hydrogen bonds in the catalytic triplex network, or site-specific abasic lesions that additionally would disrupt base stacking interactions. We then assayed for splicing with each U6 mutant over the course of 60 min after adding them to S. cerevisiae extract depleted of endogenous U6 by RNase H digestion. Initially we focused on the hydrogen bonds involving the N7 positions of G60 and A59 in triples T2 and T1 (Figure 1B; boxed in Supplementary Figure S1). Disruption of the N7 hydrogen bond between U6-G60 and U6-G52 in T2, by replacing nitrogen at the N7 position of G60 with carbon (U6-7cG60), reduced splicing efficiency after 60 min to 85% relative to wt U6 (Figure 3C and E). The equivalent disruption of the N7 hydrogen bond at A59 in triple T1 (U6-7cA59) had even less effect on splicing (93% efficiency; Figure 3B, E). The splicing efficiency (80%) after disruption of both N7 hydrogen bonds (U6-7cA59/7cG60) was comparable to the effect observed with the single U6-7cG60 mutant. However, a significant increase in splicing intermediates (3.5-fold at the 20 min time point, Figure 3E) was observed, suggesting that there is a step 2 defect. As step 1 was still efficiently catalysed, this double mutation does not appear to substantially affect catalytic metal coordination by U6, but may instead
Figure 3. The Hoogsteen interactions of U6 nucleotides A59 and G60 are not essential for splicing. (A–E) Kinetics of splicing of actin pre-mRNA in U6-depleted yeast extract supplemented with different synthetic U6 snRNAs. Splicing performed with (A) wild-type U6 (wt), (B) N7-deaza-A59 U6 (7cA59), (C) N7-deaza-G60 U6 (7cG60) or (D) N7-deaza-A59/N7-deaza-G60 U6 (7cA59/7cG60). The positions of the pre-mRNA, and of the splicing intermediates and products are indicated on the right. (E) Quantification of spliced mRNA production (left panel) and intron lariat-3′ exon (denoted as intermediate) production (right panel). The average amount of mRNA or intermediate present (plus the standard error) at each time point was calculated from three independent experiments. The production of mRNA at all time points was normalized to the amount of mRNA produced at the 60 min time point with wt U6. Similarly, lariat-3′ exon production (intermediate) was normalized to the amount of splicing intermediate produced at the 60 min time point with wt U6.

Disruption of stacking interactions and hydrogen bonds via abasic mutations

We next tested U6 snRNAs containing abasic sites to determine whether base stacking interactions in the triples are essential for splicing. As shown in Figure 5, U6-U80 and U6-G52, as well as the catalytic triad nucleotides, are involved in base stacking interactions within the catalytic triplex (49). In addition to lacking all hydrogen bonding properties, abasic mutants are predicted to display a more flexible phosphate backbone because of the role of the stacking interactions in ensuring the proper configuration of the phosphate backbone. We first focussed on U6-G52 and U6-U80, as they stack onto one another and are involved in tertiary interactions with the U6-G60 (triple T3) and U6-C61 (triple T2), respectively, but not in base pairing interactions. Removal of the guanosine base of U6-G52 (U6-G52ab) resulted in a substantially lower splicing efficiency (63%, Figure 4A), whereas deletion of the uridine base at U6-U80 (U6-U80ab) led to a milder reduction in splicing (80% efficiency; Figure 4C). The less efficient splicing observed with U6-G52ab suggests that disruption of the U6 G52/U80 stack is not the sole effect of this mutation. Indeed, in contrast to U6-U80, U6-G52 is cradled by both Cwc15 and Cef1 in the yeast C complexes (Figure 2B, Supplementary Table S3), and thus removal of its base may also affect Protein–RNA interactions important for efficient catalysis. An essential function of U6-U80 together with U6-G78 is to coordinate metal M1 via their 5′ phosphate groups (7) (Figure 1C). Splicing with the U6-G78ab mutant was nearly as

affect RNA–RNA or protein–RNA interactions important for highly efficient step 2 catalysis (see Discussion).

We next analysed the hydrogen bond network of triple T2 in more detail. Replacing G52 with inosine (U6-G52I), which abolishes formation of the other hydrogen bond on the Hoogsteen edge of U6-G60 in T2, had no effect on splicing (98% efficiency; Figure 4A, Supplementary Figure S2). Disruption of both hydrogen bonds (G52I/7cG60) had a mild effect on splicing (80% efficiency; Figure 4A). Given the mild effects that disruption of single or double hydrogen bonds have, we replaced the guanine with a purine at U6-G60 (G60-purine), which disrupts base pairing with U2-C22 in T2 (Figure 1B; Supplementary Figure S1). With this mutant, splicing efficiency was 79% after 60 min (Figure 4B), without any second step effect, demonstrating that base pair formation between U6-G60 and U2-C22 is not essential for splicing. Finally, we tested a U6-G52-1MeA mutant that alters the hydrogen bonding network of T2, by inserting a bulky methyl group at the N7 position, thereby increasing the C1′-C1′ distance between U6-G52 (now A52) and U6-G60. The splicing with this mutant was reduced to 65% (Figure 4A) and it showed an accumulation of the lariat-3′ exon intermediate (2-fold increase at the 30 min time point), indicating that the bulky methyl group hinders step 2 of splicing. Magnesium coordination by this U6 mutant is probably not substantially affected, as step 1 proceeds normally. Instead, protein interactions involving U6-G52 and surrounding nucleotides (Figure 2B), that potentially ensure efficient step 2 catalysis, may be altered as discussed in detail below.
Figure 4. Limited effects on splicing of atomic or abasic mutations of U6 nucleotides in the triple helix structure. (A–D) Quantification of the kinetics of mRNA and intermediate production after performing splicing with indicated synthetic U6 snRNA mutants. The corresponding splicing assays are shown in Supplementary Figure S2 and quantification was as in Figure 3. The mutants in panels A–D were all analysed in one experimental series to ensure that the quantification relative to the wt U6 was reliable. The average amount of mRNA or intron lariat-3′ exon (denoted as intermediate) present (plus the standard error) at each time point was calculated from three independent experiments, with the exception of panel D which was derived from two independent experiments.

Efficient as with wt U6 (90% splicing; Figure 4B), indicating that deletion of the base of U6-G78 does not affect M1 coordination.

We next generated U6 mutants with combinations of two or three bases removed from the three triple nucleotides, U6-G52, U6-A53 and U6-U80 (Figure 1B). Mutants with two abasic residues (A53ab/U80ab, G52ab/U89ab, G52ab/A53ab) supported splicing with an average efficiency of only ∼60% when compared to the wt U6 (Figure 4D). In addition, an accumulation of splicing intermediates was observed with U6-A53ab/U80ab, indicating that there is a second step defect. Generally, the effects were not additive, as the double mutants exhibited splicing efficiencies corresponding approximately to that of the worst performing single mutant within the error margin (Supplementary Table S4). Surprisingly, splicing with a triple abasic U6 mutant (U6-A53ab/G52ab/U80ab) was still observed, although the efficiency of splicing (47%, Figure 4D, Supplementary Table S4) was lower than that observed with the mutants containing for example the single U6-G52ab or the
double U6-G52/U80ab mutation. Taken together, these results suggest that the characteristic fold of the backbone containing the U6-U80 bulge that is required to coordinate the catalytic metal ions is not dependent on several of the secondary and tertiary interactions of the bases involved, as the RNA backbone appears to fold correctly for the most part in the absence of bases at positions U6-U80 or U6-G78. Further, elimination of the bases of the U6 nucleotides A53, G52 and U80 did not completely block splicing, suggesting that they are not absolutely essential for productive coordination of the catalytic metal ions. Thus, specific hydrogen bonds and base stacking interactions in the catalytic triplex are not absolutely required for stabilizing the active conformation of the U2/U6 RNA core, indicating that additional stabilization is supplied by spliceosomal proteins.

Base stacking involving the catalytic triad nucleotide U6-G60 is required for splicing

We next investigated the contribution of hydrogen bonding and base stacking involving the bases of the catalytic triad nucleotides. U6-A59 engages in base stacking interactions with U6-G60 and U2-G26 of U2/U6 RNA core of the yeast C complex (PDB ID: 5GMK). Stacks are shown as towering disks between the involved centres of the nucleobases. Base stacking geometries are classified according to (60,61), with fully stacked bases in blue, and staggered stacked bases in yellow. The stacking interactions, in particular the staggered stacks, correspond to real densities in the C complex EM density map (EMD-9525; (16)).

Figure 5. Base stacking interactions within the spliceosomal U2/U6 RNA core. Close-up of the base interactions of the AGC triad nucleotides and U6-U80 in the U2/U6 RNA core of the yeast C complex (PDB ID: 5GMK). Stacks are shown as towering disks between the involved centres of the nucleobases. Base stacking geometries are classified according to (60,61), with fully stacked bases in blue, and staggered stacked bases in yellow. The stacking interactions, in particular the staggered stacks, correspond to real densities in the C complex EM density map (EMD-9525; (16)).

In contrast to A59, when the base of U6-G60 was eliminated (U6-G60ab), both steps of pre-mRNA splicing were completely blocked (Figure 6A, Supplementary Figure S2E). To determine whether the observed inhibition is due to a defect in spliceosome assembly as opposed to splicing catalysis, we analysed spliceosome formation on actin pre-mRNA in the presence of wt U6 or the U6-G60ab mutant. To this end, we affinity purified wt or U6-G60ab B act complexes, employing a heat-treated extract from yeast cells harbouring the prp2-1 mutation, which allows for B act assembly, but blocks catalytic activation of the Bact complex (41). Gradient centrifugation revealed that the purified wt and U6-G60ab B act complexes have identical sedimentation properties (Supplementary Figure S3A, B). Mass spectrometry further confirmed that their protein compositions are essentially identical (Supplementary Table S5). Most importantly, the purified U6-G60ab B act complexes could be transformed into B*-like complexes upon incubation with Prp2, Spp2 and ATP as evidenced by (i) a shift in migration on glycerol gradients to a slightly lower S value than B act spliceosomes (Figure 6B,C, compare peak of Prp19 protein; Supplementary Figure S3), which is typical for B* complexes (41); and (ii) the release of the majority of the Cwc24 protein (compare Figure 6B and C; Supplementary Figure S3), which is another hallmark of successful Prp2-mediated remodelling of the spliceosome (41,50). However, unlike bona fide B* complexes, these B*-like complexes are not catalytically-active. Our results with the U6-G60-purine mutant (Figure 4B) showed that base pairing with U6-G60 is not essential. As G60 is not contacted by protein (Figure 2B), one or more stacking interactions involving the base of U6-G60 appear to be essential for splicing catalysis, but not for spliceosome assembly or formation of a B*-like complex.

In addition to A59, U6-G60 stacks with C61 of the catalytic triad. Splicing was not completely abolished in the presence of a U6-C61ab mutant, but the reduction in both catalytic steps was substantial (31% mRNA production efficiency after 60 min; Figure 6A). Given that the removal of hydrogen bonds between U6-C61 and U6-U80 in triple T3 had little effect on splicing (U6-U80ab mutant; Figure 4C), and that base-pairing of U6-C61 to U2-G20 is not essential for splicing (36,51), the poor splicing activity of the U6-C61ab mutant suggests that, similar to the situation with U6-G60, stacking interactions involving the base of U6-C61 are essential for efficient splicing. However, the requirement cannot be as strict as for U6-G60, as residual splicing still occurs. U6-C61 is stacked between U6-G60 and U6-A62, and is not involved in any other base stacking interactions (Figure 5). To address which of these stacks is important, we prepared a U6-A62ab mutant that disrupts its stacking with U6-C61. Splicing of the U6-A62ab mutant was indistinguishable from wt U6 (100% splicing efficiency; Supplementary Figures S2D and S4), demonstrating that the stack of U6-C61 and U6-A62 is dispensable for splicing. As the elimination of the base of U6-G60 abolished splic-
Figure 6. Stacking of the base of U6-G60 is required for splicing catalysis, but not for B* and Prp2-mediated B* complex formation. (A) Quantification of the splicing kinetics of mRNA and intermediate production for different abasic mutants of the catalytic triad. Splicing assays are shown in Supplementary Figure S2 and quantification was as in Figure 3. (B and C) The U6-G60 abasic (G60ab) mutant allows for assembly of B* complexes and their conversion into a B* complex. B* complexes containing the U6-G60ab mutant were assembled in prp2-1 yeast extract and purified B* complexes were analysed on a gradient directly (B) or (C) after incubation with Prp2 and Spp2 proteins to form B* (41). Gradient fractions (indicated above) of B* (B) and B* (C) complex preparations were probed simultaneously with anti-Prp19 and anti-Cwc24 antibodies. (D) Magnesium dependence of splicing with select U6 mutants. Production of mRNA after 20 min was quantified as in Figure 3 at the different magnesium concentrations indicated. In panels A and D, the average amount of mRNA or intron lariat-3' exon (denoted as intermediate) present (plus the standard error) at each time point was calculated from three independent experiments.

ing, but the A59 abasic mutation led to only a moderate reduction in splicing, either additional stacking interactions involving the base of G60 (e.g. with U6-A53) must be important, or the simultaneous elimination of multiple base stacking interactions involving U6-G60 is required to abolish splicing.

Elimination of the bases of U6 nucleotides coordinating catalytic metals does not appear to alter their affinity for Mg$^{2+}$

Some of the abasic lesions described above were at nucleotides that directly bind catalytic metals via their 5' phosphates (U80ab, A59ab, and G60ab) and the loss of splicing activity could be due to a lower affinity for Mg$^{2+}$. To investigate whether the lesions influenced the strength of metal interactions, we assayed splicing with these U6 mutants, as well as U6-C61ab) over a range of magnesium concentrations. Splicing was assayed after a 20 min incubation at 1, 1.5, 2.5, 5 and 10 mM magnesium (Figure 6D). For wt U6, an optimum was detected at 1.5 mM. All of the single-site abasic mutants that still supported splicing (U80ab, A59ab and C61ab) showed the same optimum and a reduction in splicing at higher magnesium concentrations. The splicing efficiencies observed with all of the U6 mutants tested were not improved by increasing the magnesium concentration, suggesting that these single-site abasic mutations did not affect the affinity of U6 for magnesium.

DISCUSSION

The Hoogsteen interactions involving the catalytic triad are not essential for splicing

Our results show that the Hoogsteen interactions involving nucleotides of the catalytic triad are not essential for splicing. The hydrogen bonds in triples T3, T2, and T1 could be eliminated without dramatically affecting the efficiency of splicing (Figure 3). Further, the bases of U6-G78 and U6-U80 could be eliminated without significantly disrupting splicing (Figure 4). This was unexpected as U6-U80 is part of triple T3 (Figure 1B), which is thought to play an essential function in positioning U6-U80 close to the U6-C61/U2-G21 base pair and acts as a platform for the U6-U80/U6-G52 stacking interaction (9). As U6-G52 is located directly adjacent to the U6 AGAGA/5'ss helix, this configuration is thought to tether the emerging catalytic centre to the 5'ss during the B to B* transition. Moreover, by analogy to group II introns, triple T3 is thought to play...
an essential architectural role in correctly positioning metal M1 at U6-U80. Our results indicate that in vitro, the RNA tertiary interactions involving the base of U6-U80 are not essential for pre-mRNA splicing and thus for the positioning of metal M1. Similarly, the mutants designed to eliminate the hydrogen bonds to U6-G60 in triple T2, including the U6-G60-purine mutant (Figure 4), all supported splicing, although in some cases (i.e. with U6-G52ab) a moderate drop in efficiency (63% of the wt U6 level) was observed. It is thus unlikely that hydrogen bonding to the Hoogsteen edge of U6-G60 contributes significantly to splicing. For triple T1, disruption of one of the Hoogsteen hydrogen bonds between A53 and A59 (7cA59) had essentially no effect, whereas a step 2 defect was observed with the U6-A59ab mutant (Figure 6A). The latter shows that coordination of metal M2 by U6-A59 does not strictly require the base of U6-A59 and, by extension, a base pair with U2 snRNA at this position, at least not for the first catalytic step.

In addition to not changing splicing rates significantly, these U6 mutations (and some others discussed below) also do not lead to any new rate-limiting steps prior to splice site cleavage. For example, U4/U6.U5 tri-snRNP assembly also does not become rate-limiting despite major modifications to critical U6 nucleotides that base pair to U4 snRNA. Formation of the U2/U6 catalytic RNA core occurs during the initial activation of the spliceosome, and based on genetic experiments in yeast, its proper formation appears to be proofread by the DExD/H-box ATPase Prp2 during the final catalytic activation step, just prior to step 1 of splicing (52). The aforementioned U6 mutations tested here also do not appear to trigger discard of the activated spliceosomes that are assembled due to suboptimal formation of the catalytic core, at least not in vitro. However, the effects of these U6 mutations may become rate limiting and thus more severe in vivo, where a large number of diverse pre-mRNAs must be efficiently spliced and where the splicing machinery is functionally linked to other cellular processes, such as transcription.

The importance of base stacking within the catalytic triad
The U6-G60ab mutation led to a complete block in both steps of splicing, but not in spliceosome assembly (Figure 6). That is, this mutated U6 snRNA was efficiently assembled into a B* complex and allowed Prp2-induced catalytic activation to generate a B*-like complex, with a protein composition and sedimentation behaviour indistinguishable from a B* complex containing wt U6. In agreement with previous genetic observations (36,37), base pairing of U6-G60 with U2-C22 was not required for efficient splicing (U6-G60-purine mutant, Figure 4B), and our data additionally showed that the triple interactions at the Hoogsteen edge of U6-G60 are also not required. The purine base therefore has an essential role, although the base is not directly involved in coordinating catalytic metal M2. As G60 is not contacted by proteins in Bact, C and C* complexes (Figure 2B, Supplementary Table S3), we conclude that the G60 base engages in critical base stacking interactions within the catalytic triad that cannot be compensated for by protein–RNA interactions. This stacking is likely required for rigid stabilisation of the phosphate backbone to facilitate correct and stable coordination of metal M2. In addition, the overall integrity of the catalytic triplex is probably dependent on G60 base stacking. Consistent with the importance of base stacking within the catalytic triad, the elimination of the bases of U6-A59 or U6-C61 which flank G60, substantially reduced splicing efficiency without, however, completely blocking the reaction (Figure 6). This suggests that the simultaneous disruption of multiple base stacking interactions involving U6-G60 leads to the observed block in splicing.

A number of studies were performed previously on group II introns using nucleotide analogue modification interference (53–56). One of these studies (55) demonstrated a requirement for the phosphates of the catalytic triad, using phosphorothioate substitutions in a group II intron derived from the S. cerevisiae cytochrome oxidase subunit I mitochondrial gene. Site-specific modifications of D5 in a trans-splicing system derived from the same intron, showed that an inosine substitution at the central G of the AGC catalytic triad is non-functional in splicing (57). This result differs substantially from our findings here, where we show that a purine substitution of U6-G60 has no discernible effect on pre-mRNA splicing (Figure 4B).

The two catalytic metal binding sites differ in their dependence on RNA–RNA tertiary interactions
The metal M1 binding site is located in a characteristic S-shaped backbone between U6-G78 and U6-U80 (6). Our data indicate that this structure can form in the absence of the bases of U6-G78 or U6-U80, or of the stack between U6-G52 and U6-U80. This implies that the S-shaped backbone is still generated during folding of the U6 ISL during Bact formation, even in the absence of different subsets of RNA–RNA interactions involving these nucleotides. Thus, protein–RNA contacts apparently can substitute for RNA tertiary interactions to form a productive 3D conformation of the RNA backbone required for M1 binding. The U6 ISL and tertiary interactions involving U6-U80 are first formed after U6 is released from the U4/U6 duplex during Bact formation. Their formation appears to coincide with the establishment of protein–RNA contacts during insertion of the U6 ISL into the RNA binding pocket formed by Prp8. Except for one phosphate backbone contact to U6-U80 by Prp11 in the yeast Bact complex (Figure 2B and Supplementary Table S3), there are no protein contacts to U6 nucleotides G77 to A82 in the yeast Bact, C and C* complexes. Likely, the S-shape of the RNA backbone is induced by protein contacts with the RNA elements neighbouring the bulge in the U6 ISL, which involve Prp8 and also primarily Cwc15 and Clf1 (Figure 2B, Supplementary Table S3). Productive formation of the metal M2 binding site, in contrast, is strictly dependent on base stacking interactions involving the U6-G60 base, which includes stacks with the bases of A59 and C61 of the catalytic triad, and U6-A53 (Figure 5). Our data show that the M2 binding site is not dependent on Hoogsteen interactions or U2 base pairing involving the AGC of the catalytic triad. The importance of G60 stacking with the other catalytic triad bases may pro-
vide an explanation for previous results from yeast genetic experiments showing asymmetric requirements for helix Ib, with U2 base pairing being dispensable (36,37). As we have analysed the effects on the splicing of only the actin pre-mRNA substrate, and the spliceosome assembles on each intron, with the intron itself potentially playing a structural role, it is possible that the RNA–RNA contacts that help coordinate metal M1 are more important for the splicing of other pre-mRNAs.

The U2/U6 RNA core is embedded in a protein cavity forming the spliceosome’s RNP core

Except for stacking of U6-G60 in the catalytic triad, our data show that the requirements for RNA structural determinants, i.e. W/C base pairing and Hoogsteen interactions, are surprisingly relaxed within the U2/U6 RNA core. This is especially true for the evolutionarily conserved Hoogsteen interactions involving the catalytic triplex (see also above) and likely reflect the intimate contacts that proteins make with these catalytically important RNA regions within the spliceosome. The catalytic triplex of the spliceosome has distinct structural and catalytic faces (Supplementary Figure S5B) (27), a general property of RNA catalysts, initially proposed for group II introns (57). The structural part of the catalytic triplex, which is not involved in metal binding, is tightly embedded in the protein cavity formed by Prp8 and other spliceosomal proteins. In particular, the RNA backbone around U6-G52 is cradled by lysines 165 and 166 of Cef1, and histidine 5 of Cwc15 contacts the N2 and N3 positions of U6-G52 on its sugar edge (Supplementary Figure S5 and Supplementary Table S3). The catalytically important phosphate-ribose backbone of the catalytic triplex, which coordinates M1 and M2, is not contacted by any protein side chains. The space facing the catalytic side of the catalytic triplex is populated by the RNA substrate and other RNA structural elements. Thus, there is only limited space available in the protein cavity to accommodate the U2/U6 RNA core of the spliceosome, in particular the catalytic triplex. This may in turn ensure the productive folding of the U2/U6 RNA core even after disruption of one or more RNA–RNA interactions during Bact formation.

The results of extensive yeast genetic analyses of catalytic triplex mutants in vivo (9) led to the conclusion that only isosteric mutants of the base triples support growth in vivo. This is entirely consistent with the more recently obtained structural evidence for a tight fitting protein cavity that could only accommodate mutant triples with isosteric geometries when compared to the wt triples. Additionally, only isosteric mutants would preserve the important stack involving the catalytic triad. Our studies suggest that non-isosteric mutants of the base triples also function in splicing, at least in vitro. However, as we only tested their effects on actin pre-mRNA, we cannot rule out that other pre-mRNAs may have a more stringent requirement for specific hydrogen bonds and base stacking interactions in the RNA catalytic core. Numerous pre-mRNAs must be spliced efficiently in yeast cells in order to support their growth, and thus cell growth may be a more stringent read-out. However, the mutations studied here cannot be assayed in vivo.

Potential mechanisms whereby some U6 mutations lead to a step 2 defect

Some U6 mutations led to an accumulation of splicing intermediates, indicating that step 2 is in some way compromised. As catalytic step 1 occurs, these step 2 defects do not appear to be due to non-productive coordination of the catalytic metals M1 and M2. Instead, it is likely that they alter/disrupt RNA–RNA or RNA–protein interactions/rearrangements important for efficient step 2 catalysis. Prior to step 2, the branched intron structure (BIS) generated during step 1 of splicing must be displaced from the catalytic centre of the spliceosome to allow juxtapositioning of the step 2 reactants, the 3′OH of the 5′ exon and the 3′ss. During the C to C* complex transition, Cw25 and Yiu2 are destabilized, and Isy1 is repositioned (15,16,19,20). This allows the BIS to move ca 20 Å away from the catalytic centre, creating space for the 3′ exon to dock near the 5′ exon and for the recruitment of the step 2 factors Slu7 and Prp18. During C* formation, the Prp8 RH domain (Prp8RH) rotates by 70 degrees and its β-hairpin is inserted between the U2/BS helix and the U6 ACAGA/5′ss helix, thereby stabilizing the conformation of the BIS in C* (15,16,19,20). The Prp17 WD40 domain also moves about 70 Å, contacting PRP8RH and the extended U2/BS helix. The step 2 factors Slu7 and Prp18 also interact with PRP8RH, stabilizing its rotated conformation. Thus, together with the Prp8 RH domain, Prp17, Prp18 and Slu7 likely aid in stabilizing the step 2 conformation of the spliceosome. The movement of the BIS is accompanied by a large-scale movement of the 3′ domain of the U2 snRNP; this is likely achieved by rotation around the U2 nucleotides located between the BS interacting region and its base pair with U6 to form U2/U6 helix Ia (18,20).

The double-deaza mutant (U6-7cA59/7cG60) led to the accumulation of splicing intermediates (Figure 3). Model studies have shown that deaza substitutions in a helix negatively affect helix stability by reducing stacking, hydration and/or cation interaction (58,59). The double-deaza mutant would therefore be predicted to lead to weakened base stacking, suggesting that the A59/G60 stack in the U2/U6 RNA core (Figure 5) might have a stabilising effect on the structural transitions between steps 1 and 2 of splicing. Consistent with this, the U6-A59ab mutant, which should completely disrupt A59 base stacking interactions also exhibited a step 2 defect. Although no accumulation of splicing intermediates was observed with the U6-G60ab mutant, the first step was abolished, precluding the accumulation of splicing intermediates. Potentially, the stack neutralizes or buffers the structural strain on the RNA backbone that develops when the U2/BS helix and the 3′ domain of the U2 snRNP undergo a concerted movement around U2-A30 (U2-A29 in human spliceosomes), which is adjacent to U2/U6 helix Ia of the central U2/U6 RNA core stack.

The spatial limitations within the protein cavity that binds the U2/U6 RNA core may explain the effect on splicing observed with the U6-G52-1MeA mutant. The U6-G52ab mutant demonstrated that the base at this position is not essential for splicing. However, insertion of the 1-
methyl-A at U6-G52 leads to a step 2 defect, as indicated by the increase in splicing intermediates and corresponding loss of mRNA product. With U6-G52-1MeA, the gap between U6-G52 and U6-G60 is widened due to the presence of the bulky methyl group, which would therefore lead to repositioning of U6-G52 and likely alter the interaction of its backbone with Cef1, which is observed in the C complex (Supplementary Figure S5). The cryo-EM structures show that the movement of the BIS has no effect on the relative position of the U6 ACAGA box/5′ ss helix, but results in a repositioning of the phosphate ribose backbone of U6-G50, A51, by ~3 A, and a spaying out of the bases G50 and A51 (Supplementary Figure S5A). The latter may be hindered when the bulky methyl group is present on G52 due to the tighter fit of U6-G52-1MeA in the Prp8/NTC protein cavity. The C to C* complex transition might also be impeded if the U6-G52 interaction with Cef1 is altered, as Cef1 interacts with Isyl1 and Yju2 in the C complex, and later with Prp17 in the C* complex (15,16,19,20). Alternatively or in addition, the bulky methyl group may distort other contacts in the RNP core and hinder the transformation of the C complex into C*.

Proteins likely play an evolutionarily conserved role in stabilizing the U2/U6 RNA core

Comparison of the 3D structures of human and yeast B\textsuperscript{\text{set}}, C and C* complexes reveals that the catalytic U2/U6 RNA network in human spliceosomes adopts a 3D structure that closely resembles that found in\textit{S. cerevisiae} spliceosomes (17). Furthermore, the catalytic U2/U6 RNA network is embedded in a very similar protein environment in both organisms. Indeed, in several cases the same conserved protein regions contact equivalent RNA sites/regions of the U2/U6 RNA network. For example, conserved regions of the Prp8 NTD and NTDL interact with the upper stem and loop of the U6 ISL, with Prp8’s NTDL extending across the major groove of the upper stem of the U6 ISL, and amino acids of the Prp8 HB domain contact the backbone of the U2 strand of U2/U6 helix 1b in a similar manner in both yeast and human spliceosomes (11–21). Thus, Prp8 appears to act as a chaperone that actively helps to fold the U2 and U6 snRNAs into a catalytically active conformation both in higher and lower eukaryotes. Finally, human homologs of the yeast NTC and NTC-related proteins make similar contacts with the U2/U6 RNA core as their yeast counterparts. For example, the human counterparts of Cwc15 (hCwc15) and Prp46 (PLRG1) contact the equivalent nucleotide in the loop of the U6 ISL. Thus, the structure of the catalytic RNP core is for the most part conserved between yeast and human spliceosomes. It is thus highly likely that the requirement for some RNA–RNA secondary and tertiary interactions within the U2/U6 core, and the dispensability of others that we observe in the yeast spliceosome also applies to higher eukaryotes.
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